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Abstract

With the recent growth of internets, large networks
connecting heterogeneous entities, access control
is an issue no longer confined to individual hosts .
Recent literature suggests that authentication ma y
have to be performed in gateways as well as on
an end-to-end basis . In this paper we discuss th e
implications of fragmentation and dynamic routing
on gateway-level authentication in packet-switche d
networks like DARPA Internet . Two algorithm s
are presented that permit fragmentation and dy-
namic routing to some extent, while allowing the
gateways to authenticate successive packets be-
longing to authorized connections .

Introduction

Recently, there has been a surge, both in number s
and size, of internets -- large networks connectin g
administratively heterogeneous entities such a s
government agencies, academic and research in-
stitutions and commercial sector . The DARPA
Internet is an example of one such internet . One

of the problems incurred by these internets is tha t
of access control across organizational boundaries .

Estrin [1[, gives a thorough treatment of variou s
access control issues in large internets . Recently ,
Estrin, Mogul and Tsudik [8[ presented severa l
variations of a Visa Scheme [2[, a network-leve l

mechanism for inter-organization access contro l
in DARPA-like internets . What these discussion s
point to is the need for the low-level support that

allows access control at the gateway level to co -
exist with certain properties of packet-switched
(datagram) networks . Fragmentation and dynamic
routing are two of the most problematic issue s
that at the first glance seem to discourage authen-
tication in gateways .

It has been suggested that fragmentation is, at
best, a necessary evil [2[[3[, and must be avoide d
if access controls are to he introduced at the gate -
way level . Similarly, routing is frequently restricted
to a single route 161[4[ or a set of routes to ac-
commodate a specific access control mechanism ,
thus failing to take advantage of the ever changin g
topology and load balancing on gateways .

When an authentication mechanism is introduce d
at the packet level, an authenticating gateway ha s
to be able to verify that each packet passin g
through it belongs to some authorized connectio n
(or has originated at a trusted host) by checkin g
some property of a packet, e .g . a data signature .
If authentication is clone in a straight-forwar d
manner, the gateway must have access to eac h
packet in its original form, i .e ., the same as it was
when it left the source host . If the source host
knows in advance the Maximum Transmissio n
Units, MTUs, of intermediate networks, it can
pre-fragment the packet into small enough piece s
so that each piece will reach the gatewa y
unfragmented, thus allowing for immediate au-

thentication . However, since hosts rarely possess
such information, packets will usually reach th e
gateway in fragments . Moreover, fragments can
arrive out of order . It is evident, therefore, that
in order for a gateway to he able to authenticat e

individual packets it must either receive the m
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unfragmented or have some means to authenticat e
each packet on the basis of its fragments .

In this paper we attempt to reconcile to som e
degree fragmentation and dynamic routing wit h
network-level authentication in gateways . We
present two methods - one that allows fragmen-
tation but requires state information in gateway s
and where authentication is "delayed", and on e
that curtails fragmentation by limiting packe t
sizes, while allowing for immediate authentication .

Terminology

The following abbreviations and symbols are used
throughout :

• src - source network or organizatio n
• dst - destination network or organizatio n
• trans - transit network or organizatio n
• GW - gatewa y
• II - host
• Kpriv - private key

• 'char - characteristic function, e .g ., checksum .
• P - packe t

• PK irt - packet identification number .

• FPi - i-th fragment of a packet .

Network Environmen t

The algorithms described below are designed to
operate on IP networks such as DARPA Interne t
as well as other, privately operated internetworks .
The general approaches should, nevertheless, b e
applicable to most network-layer datagram pro-
tocols; the implementation would be protocol de -
pendent . The reader, unfamiliar with IP is referre d

to [4] for more background information .

Since IP comes in several different "flavors" w e
make some assumptions about its operation :

1. Packets (and packet fragments) can be frag-
mented more than once .

2. Fragments of the same packet, as well a s
successive packets between the same source -
destination host pair, can take different routes .

3. Fragments of the same packet, as well a s
successive packets, may arrive out of order .
Packets between a particular pair of host s
can be uniquely identified by a sequenc e
(identification) number in the IP header . [4 ]

5. The overall length of the packet can be in-
ferred from its fragments . (See "Determinin g
Packet Length" below) .

6. Options can be introduced in the IP header[4 ]

The presence of an access control mechanis m
similar to the Visa Scheme described in [8] or [2 ]
is assumed . In any one of these schemes eac h
authenticating gateway shares a secret key wit h
the source host by means of which successiv e
packets are authenticated .

Delayed Authentication

This method is particularly applicable under th e
following set of conditions :

• Authentication is performed by either of th e
following methods :
1. The source host (who possesses a secre t

key, Kpr i ,,) encrypts a packet with K pri v

and computes the characteristic functio n
over it producing the packet signature ,

Fchar( K priv-( P )) . The packet is then sent i n
cleartext format with the signature attache d
to it, i .e . < I' char(K priv( P)), P > .

2. The source host computes a characteristi c
function over the cleartext, producin g

Fchar( P), encrypts the packet with K pri v
producing

	

Kpriv(P)

	

and

	

send s

Fchar( P), K priv( P ) >
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• The characteristic function used to comput e
packet signatures is TRANSITIVE, i .e . ,

Fchar(AB) — Fchar( A ) op Fchar( B )

where 'op' is some arithmetic or logical oper-
ator .

Dynamic routing, can be employed with the re-

striction that all fragments of the same packe t
travelling between H src and Ildst must pass

through GWsrc and GWdst at some point in the

path . In other words, two fragments from Il sr c
can reach I Idst by paths P 1 and P2 as long a s

(GWsrc ,GWdst ) is in intersection(P I,P2 )

The essence of this algorithm is that each o f

GWsrc, GWdst keep state information on a per

packet 2 basis . I-lore packet is more of a logica l
entity since it may be fragmented before it reache s
either gateway . The fragments of the packet ar e
processed and forwarded but the Fchar of each

fragment is kept since there is no way to authen-
ticate individual fragments . When the last fragmen t
is received the gateway can finally verify the au-

thenticity of the whole packet . If the composit e

Fchar of all fragments matches the Fchar(P) the
gateway forwards the last fragment, otherwise i t
is discarded .

The last step, in case of unsuccessful match, i s

the crucial one . By dropping one fragment of th e
packet, the gateway prevents the destination host ,
lids, from reassembly of the packet fragments ,
thus forcing it to drop the rest of the fragment s
141[71 .

One of the benefits of this method is that the

hosts don't have to do anything special in orde r

to implement it . IP itself will time out and discard

the fragments on its reassembly queue in li ds , i f
one of the fragments doesn't arrive within a certain

time .

In more detail, the algorithm is as follows :

1. When a gateway, say GWsrc, receives a frag-
ment, FP i it first checks its table usin g

IlsralIdst and PK ID , to see if any other frag-
ments of this packet have been processed . I f
not, it makes a new entry in the table .

2. The fragment, is then encrypted (or de-
crypted, see above) with Kpriv and Pchar( FP I )

is computed .

3. If PPi is the whole packet, Fchar(FP1) is com-
pared with F char(P) found in the header and
if two values match, it is sent on and th e
entry in the table is freed . Otherwise th e
packet is discarded .

4. If FP i is only a fragment of the original
packet two cases arise :

a. FI' i is the (not necessarily logical) last
fragment of the original packet . Then ,

GWsrc computes the combined char of
all previously processed fragments an d
FP and compares it with the Fchar(P)
(or Fcl11f(F(P)) ) found in the header .
Once again, if the values match, FP, i s
sent on, otherwise it is discarded . In
both cases the table entry is freed .

b. FP i is not the last fragment . GWsrc store s
the length, I char(I'P,) and the offse t
(which can be found in IP header) o f
FP, in the original packet in the table .
FP, is then forwarded .

2

	

The term packet is used in an end-to-end sense, i .e ., a collection of fragments that share an I D
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The functions of GWsrc and GWdst are almost
equivalent . The only difference is their operatio n
is in that GWdst can receive a larger number o f
fragments of the same packet as a result of some
transit fragmentation .

Determining Packet Length

We consider two methods for determining overal l
packet length from its fragments . The first metho d
consists of introducing original packet length i n
all fragments of the packet . In [P this would entai l
using a new Option in IP header which must be
copied onto all fragments . This can be accom-
plished by setting a COPIED flag in the OPTIO N
TYPE field . Any IP-speaking gateway would then
copy the length onto all fragments . This approach
is easy to implement but it has some obviou s
drawbacks -- increased (although, minimally )
packet length and processing time in gateways .
Its main advantage is that it provides the authen-
ticating gateway with the overall packet length a s
soon as the first packet fragment is received .

The second approach requires no protocol change s
but is somewhat less reliable . In it, a gateway
finds out the packet length only when the las t
logical packet fragment is received . It does so b y
adding the FRAGMENT_ OFFSET field (already
present in IP header) with the DATA J,ENGTI I
field of the last fragment . The gateway can detec t
the logical last fragment by checking th e
MORE_FRAGMENTS flag in the IP header .
This approach is the easier of the two, since i t

requires no protocol changes and introduces n o
additional packet length, however, it is more
prone to errors .

As an example, consider a situation when a gate -
way receives a fragment of length X . It processes

this fragment and sends it on . Shortly thereafte r
it receives another fragment of the same packet,

with length Y, which is the last logical fragment .
The gateway calculates the overall packet lengt h
and discovers that it is less than X . At this poin t
all it can do is drop the second fragment an d
hope that the either GWdst or Ildst drop the pre-
vious fragment . If the first method is used suc h
errors can be caught on the spot, i .e ., the gateway
would have realized immediately that the firs t
fragment is too large and would have dropped it ,
thus, not littering the network with useless traffic .

Algorithm with Probe Packet s

The second algorithm makes no assumption s
about authentication method nor does it requir e
any additional state information in gateways, but
it curtails the use of fragmentation and involve s
some extra packet overhead .

The main idea behind this method is for th e
source host, II src , to figure out the maximu m
packet size that can reach the destination host' s
gateway, GWdst without being fragmented . Ther e
are several ways to accomplish this - one is dis-
cussed in a recent paper by Kent and Mogul [31 .
It requires sending a special PROBE packet ont o
which each intervening gateway stamps the M"FU
(Maximum Transmission Unit) of its network in-
terface . This has the unfortunate implication o f
having to change the protocols on all gateway s
in order to support the information gathering .
Also, an overhead of the PROBE packet is in-

curred as well as the option processing time i n
all gateways .

We propose a modification of the above approac h
in the following manner . Instead of Ilsrc sending
a PROBE packet, it sends a normal, useful packe t
of minimal length, say 576 bytes (an IP minimum) .
However, before the packet is sent on, 1 1,, pad s
it with white space upto the limit of its local
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MTU (it can never send a packet whose lengt h

is greater than the local MTU without incurrin g
fragmentation) . The first authenticating gateway ,

GWsrc drops all but the logical first fragment o f
this packet, FPOsrc (it determines that by checkin g
for FRAGMENT OFFSET= 0 condition) . Note

that, when the first logical fragment (FPO dst) ar-
rives to GWdst, it is not always the case that

minimum MTU on the new route is less than
the one used previously? In that case, the authen-
ticating gateway, say, GWdst, will receive a frag-
ment of the packet, detect that fragmentation has
taken place and inform the source host of th e
new maximum packet size . The unlucky frag-
mented packet is then discarded and will have t o
be retransmitted .

length(FPOsrc) = length(FI'OOst )

In fact, it is reasonable to assume that the lengt h
FPO dst would be less than that of FPO src due to
transit fragmentation . GWdst then sends FPO ds t
onto Ildst (resetting MORE_FRAGMENTS fla g
in advance) which receives the packet and ca n
now use what little data is in it . At the same tim e

GWdst sends a special packet (possibly via ICM P
[5]), which contains the length of FPO dst , back to
I-I src . On receipt, H src can send signed packets o f
the known length to Hdst . Both GWsrc and GWds t
are able to check the authenticity of the packet s

on the spot since no intermediate fragmentatio n
will occur along this path .

At this point one might wonder why this approac h
is better than having no fragmentation at all .
First, some fragmentation can take place - namely
beyond GWdst, since GWdst and Hdst may no t
be on the same network . Second, having no frag-
mentation at all implies either sending VERY

SMALL packets thus congesting the network un-
necessarily or taking chances and disallowing frag-
mentation (by setting DONT_FRAGMENT' fla g
in IP header) which can result in denial of service ,

poor response time and a slew of ICMP 15 1

"FRAGMENTAION_NEEDID" packets [3] .

Dynamic routing can be used with the same re-

striction as in the first scheme . Multiple route s
can be used as long as all fragments of the sam e
packet pass through same GWsrc,GWdst pair . But ,
what happens if a route suddenly changes and the

Analysis

The criteria for evaluating the above methods in-
clude :

® Increased packet siz e

Packet size will only be increased in the firs t
scheme if an IP option is introduced that wil l
hold the signature of the original packet . Also
if the length of each packet is to be present in
all of its fragments, the overall data length will
increase . The total increase will he on the orde r
of 4 to 8 bytes per packet fragment, dependin g
on the signature length .

e Control packet overhea d

Control packets need only be exchanged in the
second scheme, i .c, the packets that inform th e
host of a "safe" packet size whenever a route
changes and the minimum MTU decreases .
Only one packet of minimal (25-30 bytes )
length is needed to inform the source host eac h
time such change occurs .

o Data packet overhead (in number of packet s
sent )

As far as the overall number of packets gener-
ated, the second scheme is clearly inferior . Thi s
is because packet sizes are Limited by the min-
imum MTU of all transit networks up to the
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last authenticating gateway . In addition, some -
times packets will have to be retransmitted du e
to routing changes and decreased minimu m
MTU .

• Overhead in hosts and gateway s

Overhead is mainly due to the state information
and processing time in hosts and gateways . The
first scheme doesn't affect the hosts - thus, th e
only overhead is in gateways . However, thi s
overhead is significant since state informatio n
is maintained on per-packet basis . It is safe t o
assume that at any one time the number o f
packets in 'transit' 3 through a gateway can b e
quite large .

In the second scheme, the overhead is minimal ,
save for the fact that hosts must maintain stat e
information on a per-connection basis .

• Complexity of implementatio n

Both schemes are quite trivial to implement . I f
the number of authenticating gateways is small ,
as compared to the number of communicatin g
hosts, the first scheme maybe more desirabl e

since it only requires gateway code to modified .
Alternatively, if the number of hosts is small ,
second scheme is preferable as the changes t o
protocol software are minimal .

The preferred scheme is likely to be contextuall y
determined . By way of example, suppose tha t
majority of communication is via remote login .

Since packets tend to be very short no frag-
mentation will occur and the second scheme i s
probably a better a choice . Alternatively, if fil e
transfer is the dominant application packet s
tend to be fewer in number and larger in size .

In that case, the first scheme will perform bette r
since it allows fragmentation to take place .

Conclusions

We have described two methods that allow frag-

mentation and dynamic routing to coexist with
gateway-level authentication in datagram net -
works . The first adapts do changing paths an d
fragmentation by keeping state information on a
per packet basis, while the second restricts frag-
mentation but incurs no additional state overhead .
The two methods vary in implementation com-
plexity, overhead and number of extra packet s
sent . The two schemes are applicable under dif-

ferent conditions and since they are not mutuall y
exclusive, both can he incorporated and used de -
pending on the nature of communication .
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By 'transit' packet we mean a packet some (but not all) fragments of which have passed through the gateway, i .e ., a packe t

for which an entry is maintained in the gateway's table
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Appendix .

Maintaining state information in th e
first schem e

As indicated above, it is safe to assume that th e

number of packets for which a gateway may have

to keep state information at any one time can b e

quite large . "Thus, it is necessary to minimize th e

memory requirements of the data structures use d

to maintain state information on a per packet

basis .

Fields (1) through (4) amount to 112 bits . Fields
(5) and (6) sum up to 64-128 bits depending on

the characteristic function(Fchar) used . Field (7)

is a list of "holes", i .c, intervals for which more

packet fragments arc expected . For each "hole "
only a high and low offsets need to be kept ; each

one is 32 bits long . This field is of variable lengt h

in multiples of 64 bits . If packet fragments arriv e

in order, which is frequently the case, only on e

"hole" needs to he kept . Thus, the least amoun t

of memory utilized per "transit" packet is 240 bit s

(30 bytes) - a rather insignificant amount, if the

number of packets in "transit" is reasonably small ,

say, in hundreds of packets .

The following format is suggested :

## Field Length

1 Packet ID 32 hit s

2 SRC address 32 bit s

3 DS•I' address 4 32 hit s

4 Data length 16 hit s

5 Composite Fchar 32-64 bit s

6 Partial Fchar 32-64 bit s

7 List of "holes" Variable

4

	

If a gateway is on the same network with either source or destination host, it is possible to cut the size of either SOURC E

or DESTINATION address down to 8 bits, since the rest can be constructed from the gateway's own interface address .
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